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 Do we know what we’re doing?  

   Yes! We are declaring the Good News of Jesus Christ 
here in Lancaster where we continue into our third 
century. To better understand in what way the church 
wishes to complete this vision at this time, an informal 
survey was conducted asking those attending worship 
services what they liked in their personal worship 
experience. The results were rather revealing. 
   Worship preference is as varied as each of our 
member’s personalities. For any items that met with 
agreement, that many or more were opposed to the item 
in question. We might take a moment and consider this 
issue from a business standpoint. Let’s look at a recent 
post from Fresh Face co-founder Paul O’Brien. When the 
article refers to companies and employees, think 
churches and members. 
 
The Danger of Sameness: Why Diversity Matters 
   There’s a common theme in the construction of 
futuristic, dystopian (opposite of utopian) worlds: 
sameness. The muted, dichromatic worlds of films 
like Equilibrium (2002) or The Matrix (1999) or novels 
like Lois Lowry’s The Giver offer a future we don’t want 
to find ourselves trapped in by stripping away the 
diversity of the world we live in now. Eccentricities of 
dress, abundances of styles and cultures, distinctive 
manners of speech — all disappear in a disturbing play 
towards sameness. 
   And that’s to say nothing of different ways of thinking— 
a far more subversive and dangerous threat to the future 
vision of sameness than perhaps anything else. 
We see this trend more and more now, with the current 
penchant for portraying dystopian futures in which the 
individual is subsumed beneath the corporate or 
government machine. Yet in setting up the arbitrators of 
a given society as a monster against which the hero must 
fight, we are repeatedly told that sameness is wrong, bad,  

 
negative, not desirable; it is the individuality espoused by 
the hero to which we ought to aspire. 
   Celebrate difference, the triumph of the individual tells us. 
Celebrate diversity. 
   By stopping diversity — of thought, of action, of speech, 
of expression — we risk backing ourselves into a corner 
where conformity is praised, and diversity punished. So, 
what can we take away from this in the now? If we want 
to avoid the sameness of these dystopian futures, we’d 
better embrace diversity now. 
   This sounds like a pretty straightforward concept, but 
the importance of diversity and inclusion in startups has 
been cropping up around the web lately. 
   Sure, it’s possible to argue that, actually, diversity is bad 
for startups because success depends on everyone 
agreeing about what the startup is meant to do and how 
to accomplish that mission. But what this ignores is that 
diversity does not have to mean divergence. Seeing things 
in different ways doesn’t automatically mean that the 
core concept will end up spiraling away in a dozen 
directions, until the startup fails for lack of a clear vision. 
True, startups are premised on the idea of doing and 
thinking in new ways. You might wonder why you should 
bother with a diverse team to ensure creative and 
innovative thinking — what’s the point? 
   In How Google Works (2014), Eric Schmidt and 
Jonathan Rosenberg argue that People from different 
backgrounds see the world differently. … These 
differences of perspective generate insights that can’t be 
taught. When you bring them together in a work 
environment, they integrate to create a broader 
perspective that is priceless. 
   This is not to be underestimated. 
   We learn and grow when we are introduced to ways of 
thinking and doing and being that challenge ours. And yes, 
sometimes it’s tempting to run flailing in the opposite 
direction, because we’re keen for our own ideas to 
succeed.
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   But diversity is important.  As Frederick Kerrest 
observes, We want diversity; we want people to contradict 
us and to take our ideas somewhere new.   It is through 
challenges that our ideas, and thus our fledgling 
businesses, grow stronger and more robust. 
   Your startup might be grounded in an innovative idea, 
but if the people behind it fall into similar profiles, you 
may discover your idea stagnating, especially once you 
start running into problems. Don’t make up a team of 
clones. Having more viewpoints means more possible 
solutions, which means better chances at success. 
    A company draws its strength from its employees — the 
more diverse the group, the more knowledge, skills and 
insights they have to offer.  
   Forcing your brain to think in different ways means 
that you learn to be more creative, more innovative, 
more collaborative. You learn how to adapt and combine 
and generate ideas that aren’t just one more step on a 
frustratingly familiar road, but instead a leap onto a new 
path where the possibilities are endless. 
   Not to mention that the more diverse your team is, the 
better you’ll be able to connect with a diversity of 
consumers. That means better connections, better sales, 
and greater opportunities to cover gaps in the market 
with which you, personally, have no experience. 
   Start as you mean to go on and build diversity into your 
startup from the first. 
No one wants a future in which we’re all the same.  
Talk about boring. 
This article was edited for spelling, grammar, punctuation, and clarity. 
 

Unity is not sameness, it is togetherness. 
 

Next, let’s look at a short selection from 10 Secrets to 
Life’s Biggest Challenges by Peter Lord, a minister for 
over 60 years: 
 

   It is nearly impossible to find a church with everyone in 
agreement on every issue. To keep ministry flowing 
smoothly, its members must overrule their own 
preferences through submission, so that the greater 
good can be accomplished.  
   Always remember that authority does not mean 
superiority in any way. It simply denotes order. In the 
Church, God has appointed authorities with the 
responsibility to lead the flock. To make this work, church 
members should willingly submit to them. Think of 
submission as cooperation. 

   Submission works from the bottom up, not from the 
top down. No pastor or elder can make anyone submit. 
If you are going to submit, it must be your idea. It is 
initiated internally, not externally, and works from the 
bottom of the hierarchy up, not the top down.  
   When this godly way of thinking is birthed inside a 
person’s spirit, submitting becomes as natural as 
breathing. When people submit to their authorities, it 
empowers them to joyfully carry out their ministries. But 
when people resist, it is rebellion against God.  
   …God has already told us in His Word to submit to 
those in authority and obey our leaders. When we 
submit to our church leaders, we are submitting to the 
Lord. Some people never realize that having a respectful 
attitude toward those in charge is more important to 
God than the petty issues that concern them. 
   Obey your leaders and submit to them, for they keep 
watch over your souls as those who will give an account. 
Let them do this with joy and not with grief, for this would 
be unprofitable for you (Hebrews 13:17). 
 

  Who will be leading our worship services? 
 

 Rev. Bryan Duty 
 
   Session has asked Rev. Bryan Duty, an ordained 

Presbyterian minister, to fill our pulpit needs for the 

near future. Further Session action will be announced 

concerning further discussions and possible interviews 

with candidates for the position. This will be, by new 

terminology, a transitional pastor, replacing the familiar 

term, interim. Rev. Duty is offering a series based on the 

book of Jonah. Please welcome him as you are able.  

http://mashable.com/2015/01/25/builders-movers/
http://mashable.com/2015/01/25/builders-movers/
http://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2015/jun/04/how-to-start-a-design-studio
http://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2015/jun/04/how-to-start-a-design-studio
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/29/1175897/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/29/1175897/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/29/1175897/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/29/1175897/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/29/1175897/
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 What is The Story? 

 

The Story is an abridged, chronological Bible that reads 

like a novel. It is the basis that involves the church at 

every age level in classes and Children’s Church. There 

are no verse references, and Scripture segments are 

seamlessly woven together with transition text into a 

single grand narrative. For those intimidated or 

overwhelmed by the unabridged Bible, The Story helps 

people understand God’s Word more fully and engage 

with it more easily. Simple, accessible, and easy to use, it 

is a powerful way to engage God’s people in Bible 

reading like with renewed fervor. As The Story brings the 

Bible to life, the broad scope of God’s message will 

penetrate hearts. People of all ages will be swept up in 

the story of God’s love and God’s plan for their lives. 

Please choose a Sunday School class to join. Information 

on classes and locations is found weekly in The Pathway. 

WHAT PASTORS AND CHURCH LEADERS SAY 
I have loved The Story series. It has been a great journey 
for me, for my preaching, and for our members. We have 
had visitors throughout the entire series and have given 
over 100 books away… Getting God’s word into people 
hands is always a good thing! 
Tim Halstead, Senior Pastor, New Life Community 
Church, Odessa, TX 
 

Quite often I have been asked what The Story is. What I 
tell questioners is that The Story is a condensed 

chronological account of the Bible telling the story of 
creation, what went wrong, and how all will be made 
right again. Who God is, who we are, and the meaning 
and purpose of life. 
Jim Barker, Adult Sunday School Teacher, Oak Hills 
Church, San Antonio, TX 
 

SPARKING CONVERSATION 
We’re excited about The Story. It has our church talking 
about the Bible more than anything else. It offers an 
opportunity for the congregation to gel. It really becomes 
the watercolor conversation! 
Mark Whitlock, Pastor, Christ Our Redeemer, A.M.E. 
Church, Irvine, California 
 

LOVING SCRIPTURE 
So many people simply did not have a grasp of the biblical 
narrative, let alone how it all fits together. Our groups 
also loved it as we followed the preaching track – giving 
them a year of growth together. 
Eric Camfield, Christ Church of Oak Brook, Oak Brook, IL 
 

CONNECTING FAMILIES 
We have enjoyed walking through the Bible in a 
chronological manner. In addition, we have LOVED being 
on the same page as our parents. 
Julie Chors, Director of Children’s Ministry, Hosanna 
Church, Lakeville, MN 
 

UNITING CONGREGATIONS 
The campaign resources have been an incredible plus. 
This has really given our church a united focus and we are 
becoming more united because of it. 
Derek Stemen, Senior Pastor, Ohio City United Methodist 
Church, Ohio City, OH 
 

DRAWING SEEKERS 
People began literally parking illegally in the access roads 
to participate in the experience. 
Max Lucado, Minister of Preaching, Oak Hills Church, San 
Antonio, TX 
 

OUTREACH 
We were told that Debbie’s parents (one of our members) 
visited our church on Week 1 of The Story and were so 
thrilled with what they were seeing and hearing that 
morning that they went out and bought copies of The 
Story for their whole church. 
Davida Lambert, Oak Hills Church, San Antonio, TX 
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The Story increased our church’s biblical literacy. So many 
people simply did not have a grasp of the biblical 
narrative, let alone how it all fits together. It also brought 
awareness of the value of regularly reading Scripture as 
a spiritual discipline. 
Eric Camfield, Christ Church, Oakbrook, IL 
 

GROWTH 
We are already seeing almost a 20% increase in 
attendance. Not only are our members excited, we are 
seeing a lot of new faces suddenly. We are bracing for the 
fact that we have underestimated crowds. We’re 
currently packing out our 1200 seat facility and we only 
have one service going now. 
Travis Eades, Worship Pastor, Southwest Church of 
Christ, Jonesboro, AR 
 

YOUTH AND CHILDREN’S MINISTRY 
The Story has had an amazing impact on the level of 
comprehension our students have of the Bible. They can 
now see the big picture so much easier in the Old 
Testament than they did before. They feel they have a 
better grasp on the Bible itself and can now see ONE 
connected story. 
Crysty Kimberlin, Youth Leader, Preston Rd. Church of 
Christ, Dallas, TX 
 

Many of our teens are reading the Bible for the first time. 
They are engaged in the learning process and are asking 
good questions. Several of them have started discussion 
groups outside the church (in their homes) for their school 
friends. 
Youth Ministry Leader, Bay Harbour United Methodist 
Church, League City, TX 
 

SMALL GROUPS 
Everything we’ve been using has been OUTSTANDING! 
The discussion questions for small groups are 
stimulating. We can spend an entire hour on three of the 
ten questions. Several of our members plan to use them 
for personal study. The Story may be one of the most 
important movements in the city and beyond. 
Alana Ownby, Small Group Leader, Oak Hills Church, San 
Antonio, TX 
 

  Are the rooms at different temperatures during 

the winter? 

Yes, and you can help improve our heating situation.  
   The church is a large building and is heated and cooled 
by various systems, from the major boiler system to the 
heat pumps and furnaces located within, atop, and 
outside the building. This complex system is also 
complicated in that the building is composed of three 
sections united by common walls. The center section 
includes parts that extend to the 1890s. In all its 
idiosyncrasies, the system works, usually. A longstanding 
tradition here at church has been to quietly correct 
problems and move on. But the time for that approach is 
past. It is time to be straightforward with the facts.          
 

 
 
Thermostats are set by staff or service representatives 
for specific temperatures for a reason. Recently, it has 
been found that the covers in the Education Wing have 
been removed and thermostats reset. This has resulted 
in a recent drop in temperature in that area to 61 
degrees. That is not acceptable. We must ask everyone 
to cooperate. Do not tamper with thermostats. 
Increasing or decreasing the temperature for any area of 
our building cannot be done in the same way as adjusting 
the temperature in a home. The Education Wing is an 
excellent case in point. All thermostats on all three levels 
must be set at the same temperature. If any one 
thermostat is changed, the entire system collapses.  
   Please report any adverse temperatures immediately 
to any staff person as at least one is present during the 
workday or worship. It may be a simple adjustment is 
needed or possibly a failure of an entire system. Your 
assistance in this is very much appreciated.  
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 What happened to the Abitibi bin? 
 

 
 
Long story short—it wasn’t working. Originally, the 
paper recycling program was engaged to aid everyone’s 
recycling needs as well as an easy way to earn a little 
money for office supplies because Abitibi paid a small 
stipend based on the amount of paper collected. That 
program ended a few years ago but the church continued 
to use the bin. In the last year, pickup service 
deteriorated drastically, requiring repeated attempts 
requesting service. Most recently, a great deal of paper 
was littered over the church property and that of our 
neighbors on more than one occasion. Building & 
Grounds Committee made the decision to end the 
program as it had become a nuisance. For those wishing 
to continue recycling, bins are located at other churches, 
all the local school sites, as well as Community Action. 
    

 When is the Women’s Retreat? 
April 22 at 2:00p, women of the church have planned a 
Sunday afternoon retreat with Melissa Spoelstra. 
 

Melissa will be teaching on a topic important to Christian 
women. Please plan to attend and ask your friends to come 
with you. A freewill offering will be collected to recognize 
Melissa’s time with us. A light refreshment will be enjoyed 
following her presentation. This event is open to all women 
of the community. Plan now to attend. 
 

 Is the Family & Children’s Ministry offering any 
special programs for families and children? 
 

 
 
Yes! A special day, The Joy of Jesus, is planned for March 
17 in the Dining Room from 10:00a-12:30p. This morning 
of fun activity will find us hosting families and children 
from our church as well as from our neighboring 
churches here in Lancaster. If you know of any 
unchurched families with youngsters or of a family near 
you attending another area church. please invite them to 
come to this activity. Invitations have been shared with 
churches of our community and the Presbytery of Scioto 
Valley. Leaders have been invited to attend and offer 
leadership with spiritual growth for our children. And it 
isn’t all Bible study. First Pres resident disc jockey, Jeff B-
B, will offer a time of recreation and activity just prior to 
the noon meal.  
 
This and other community-minded activities are planned 
for 2018. Please plan to participate.  
    

 Are we going to enjoy more worship music and 
hymns during the services? 
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Hopefully. But you know, in all honesty, singing at 
church is not done for our enjoyment. It is done as 
praise to God. We are instructed in Psalm 98 to Make a 
Joyful Noise to the LORD: 
 
98 Oh sing to the LORD a new song, 
    for he has done marvelous things! 
His right hand and his holy arm 
    have worked salvation for him. 
2 The LORD has made known his salvation; 
    he has revealed his righteousness in the sight of the 
nations. 
3 He has remembered his steadfast love and faithfulness 
    to the house of Israel. 
All the ends of the earth have seen 
    the salvation of our God. 
4 Make a joyful noise to the LORD, all the earth; 
    break forth into joyous song and sing praises! 
5 Sing praises to the LORD with the lyre, 
    with the lyre and the sound of melody! 
6 With trumpets and the sound of the horn 
    make a joyful noise before the King, the LORD! 
7 Let the sea roar, and all that fills it; 
    the world and those who dwell in it! 
8 Let the rivers clap their hands; 
    let the hills sing for joy together 
9 before the LORD, for he comes 
    to judge the earth. 
He will judge the world with righteousness, 
    and the peoples with equity. 
 

 With the passing of Advent and the Christmas season, 
the worship services will continue to have the hymnbook 
used as a central element of worship. We will also 
resume having regular music that is not limited to the 
hymnal. These will be selections that feature the Praise 
Band (11:00 service only) and other soloists and small 
combos. Most of this music will find the congregation 
encouraged to join in singing to God. Many of these 
songs will feature the words of the Psalms and other 
Scriptural references.  
 

In an interview with Worship & Music Director, Nathan 

Ogg, he stated, We live in a diverse and ever-changing 

world. As Christians and church leaders, we must respond 

to that; not by discarding traditional or time-honored 

practices, but by supplementing them with devotions, 

song, and worship that will help reach young families 

and, also those sometimes referred to as 

“unchurched”.  We will continue to have beautiful hymns, 

guest musicians and world-class classical cantatas, but 

we’ll also continue to look for creative new ways that we 

can reach our community. Ultimately, authentic and 

genuine worship of God will be at the forefront of 

everything we do, regardless of worship style, selection, 

or time. 

 

  Who is our new custodian? 
 

 
 
Professional Image Cleaning, Ltd. With the resignation 
of Cindy Swartz from one of the housekeeper positions, 
and the need for Merrill Leslie to increase her hours at 
her primary job, it was decided to finally try a different 
approach. At the exit of our last part-time janitor, the 
issue of how to structure this task was discussed by staff, 
personnel, and Rev. Matthew. He adamantly did not 
want any staff to be terminated, so the decision was 
made to add a second housekeeping job. The thought of 
outsourcing this job was discussed at that time as a viable 
solution. Currently, on a trial basis, Kevin Myers is 
contracted to provide cleaning services. He also offers 
carpet cleaning and has been employed by the church to 
meet that need for several years. His employees, Ben and 
Jamie, will be in the building regularly on Thursday and 
Friday evenings or as needed. Room set-ups, special 
requests, etc., that have been handled through the Office 
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will continue under that system.  If you have a concern 
or a special need, please contact Ed Pool in the Office. 
 

 Is the supply pastor allowed to use the pulpit? 
 

 
 
Yes. In today’s churches, it is becoming more 
commonplace to have the message (sermon) delivered 
from somewhere other than the traditional pulpit. This 
has been shown to be an asset for the minister as he or 
she is freed of the conceived weight of the pulpit and its 
authority based on a long tradition. By positioning 
elsewhere on the stage or floor, the minister feels more 
connected to the congregation, becoming more of a part 
of the body of believers in the Sanctuary. This also 
visually places the minister on the same plane as those 
receiving the message. Ultimately, this decision rests 
with the speaker. 
   If one examines why pulpits were raised so high in days 
past, a look at church realities reveals some information. 
It has only been in recent years that churches have 
adopted sound systems to help project the minister’s 
message, Scripture readers, choirs, etc. Many pulpits 
were raised so high that steps or ladders were needed 
for the ascent. It has been said that this was to elevate 

the Word and take it upwards toward heaven. This is 
probably a rather flowery interpretation of another 
reality of the time. Pews in churches are not an ancient 
innovation. The congregation for centuries stood for the 
services and it was not uncommon for a service to last up 
to four hours or longer on a regular basis. This finds a 
radical departure in most modern churches with the 
emphasis being on a fifteen or twenty-minute message. 
By elevating the pulpit, the messenger could be more 
easily seen, but more importantly, more easily heard.  
 

  What is new in the Music Ministry? 
 

 
 
Much! You might think that after the grand presentation 
of Vivaldi’s Gloria that the choirs and musicians, as well 
as the director, would be resting. That is not the case. In 
the life cycle of the church year, planning for the 
resurrection of Christ emerges on the calendar before 
Christmas. Almost immediately came the announcement 
that the choirs would be working collaboratively with 
those of Boulevard Presbyterian Church in Grandview 
Heights. See information on the back of this publication. 
It’s not too late to join the choir!    
 
Requiem is a major compositional effort from Mark 
Hayes written in 2014, that combines the traditional with 
21st century expression. The six-movement (35-minute) 
work, dedicated to the composer's parents, looks to the 
eternal with hope and glorious musical vision. Its Latin 
text, with some English, is very appropriate for worship. 
See page 8.  
 
*FPC refers to the First Presbyterian Church, Lancaster, Ohio     
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Worship & Music is excited to announce 
its next big musical venture! Our Worship 
& Music Director Nathan Ogg has 
partnered with Boulevard Presbyterian in 
Grandview Heights for an upcoming 
Lenten production. The combined choirs 
will be joined by singers from around 
Central Ohio and a professional orchestra 
in two productions of Mark Hayes' 
Requiem - a highly acclaimed and modern 
take on the classic text and melodies. One 
presentation will be here at Lancaster 
First Pres on Saturday, March 24, and the 
next day, the whole group will present the 
Requiem again in Grandview, just west of 
Downtown Columbus. If you'd like to join 
us as a singer, or would like to volunteer 
or help in any way, contact Nathan Ogg 
with any questions. nogg@firstpbc.org  

 

DVDs  will be available by preorder. 

mailto:nogg@firstpbc.org

